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Abstract
Owing to the ever-expanding size of social and professional networks, it is becoming cumbersome for individuals to configure information disclosure settings. We used location sharing systems to unpack the nature of discrepancies between a person’s disclosure settings and contextual choices. We conducted an experience sampling study (N = 35) to examine various factors contributing to such divergence. We found that immediate feedback about disclosures without any ability to control the disclosures evoked feelings of oversharing. Moreover, deviation from specified settings did not always signal privacy violation; it was just as likely that settings prevented information disclosure considered permissible in situ. We suggest making feedback more actionable or delaying it sufficiently to avoid a knee-jerk reaction. Our findings also make the case for proactive techniques for detecting potential mismatches and recommending adjustments to disclosure settings, as well as selective control when sharing location with socially distant recipients and visiting atypical locations.

Introduction
The ubiquity of portable devices equipped with WiFi and cellular network access has made it easy to track devices’ locations and has provided people with many ways to share location information with others. For instance, many people use location sharing systems (LSS) to share their location and ‘geotag’ data. Such systems may be standalone (e.g., Foursquare) or embedded within other platforms (e.g., Facebook Places). Recent studies have shown that people find utility in sharing location information for a variety of reasons, including meeting up with friends, receiving discounts and other rewards, promoting oneself, and increasing the involvement of distant relations in everyday life [22].

Despite their utility, the use of LSS is not without risks. LSS such as Google Latitude and Apple Find My Friends allow contacts to monitor each other’s locations without explicit action by the person being tracked. Such an approach raises privacy concerns because people may not anticipate possible sensitive situations in advance (e.g., a visit to the mental health clinic). Disclosure preferences to control location sharing may not be applicable when handling such unforeseen conditions. To address this limitation ‘in-the-loop’ systems require users to grant or deny each location request explicitly. In-the-loop systems are necessarily more disruptive to the people being queried. To strike a balance between online and in-the-loop modes, researchers have proposed ways to convey ‘exposure feedback’ that raises awareness and allows users to reflect on accesses to their data without requiring interaction for each and every request [23, 24, 26].

Research Questions
Our research aims to advance the usability of exposure aware LSS by better understanding when and why individuals’ in-situ choices diverge from their disclosure settings. To this end, we address the following research questions:

R1: To what degree do a priori location disclosure preferences differ from in situ sharing decisions and why? Disclosure settings supported by most LSS require projecting the rich context of everyday life onto relatively few dimensions (e.g., identity of requester, day, time). Even though these settings are imprecise, it is unclear whether the imprecision could be systematically characterized based on contextual factors.

R2: How do people react to immediate feedback of location exposure (i.e., a notification that one’s location has been disclosed) as compared to making in-the-loop disclosure decisions? In other words, how do people feel when the system uses their pre-specified access-control rules to make a decision on their behalf and how does this compare to the burden of being asked to approve each individual location request?

R3: Are unusual (e.g., infrequently visited) locations more likely to cause disagreement between a person’s disclosure preferences and in-context decisions? If so, to what degree?

R4: What other contextual factors (e.g., relationship to requester, strength of the relationship, current activity, etc.)
Therefore, we chose the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) to properly address the above research questions compared to what they previously anticipated. Properly addressing the above research questions requires in situ feedback from individuals engaged in real-life scenarios. Therefore, we chose the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) to conduct a study in which participants \( N = 35 \) used our ‘Locasa’ LSS to respond in situ to hypothetical requests made by members of their social circles.

**Contributions**
Our findings highlight two key points. First, although prior work has shown that reflecting on exposure feedback increases LSS utility and user comfort [23, 24, 26], our results indicate that immediate feedback without the opportunity to control actions actually increases user discomfort with location sharing and leads to feelings of oversharing. Second, we note that deviation from an individual’s specified settings may not always signal a privacy violation: in our study, around half of the time, deviations were the result of withholding information that the individual would have been comfortable disclosing, indicating a potential loss of LSS benefit.

**RELATED WORK**
Several areas of related work are relevant to our study.

**ESM Studies of Location Sharing Behavior**
Several researchers have applied ESM [15] to study location sharing privacy. Consolvo et al. [6] report the results of an ESM study assessing the behavior of 16 participants in a simulated LSS. This study found that the three most important factors influencing the willingness to share location were the identity of the requester, the specificity of location description, and the reason for requesting access. Khalil and Connolly [12] conducted an ESM study with 20 participants to examine how sharing information on location and other activities was impacted by social relationships and contextual conditions. Anthony et al. [1] conducted an ESM study with 25 undergraduates to explore the relationship between place (broadly defined as physical location plus social context) and the willingness to share location, finding that sharing decisions were often based on more than mere physical location. These works studied contextual factors that impact location sharing decisions. In contrast, we investigated how such decisions are affected by exposure feedback and control.

**Privacy Policies for Location Sharing**
As noted above, common factors that influence location sharing include physical location, relationships, and context [1, 6, 12]. Although difficult to pin down precisely, these factors are typically captured in LSS that support identity-, time-, and/or location-based rules [23, 26]. In addition, others have noted that privacy preferences could be predicated on the activity in which an individual is engaged [11], the individual’s perception regarding the utility to the requester [4], the entropy of the current location [25], and the frequency with which location has been requested by others [24]. Efforts have been made to develop policy languages or systems capable of capturing these types of conditions to enable better end user control of location privacy [7, 9, 16, 20, 23, 26]. Further, Benisch et al. [3] collected and analyzed location disclosure preferences of 27 individuals over 3 weeks to determine trade-offs involved in accurately matching users’ intentions vs. reducing the burden of specification. We studied how feedback and control affect sharing decisions and expect these findings to apply to several such policy constructions.

We employed a policy model in which sharing rules are based on recipient groups, time, and day. Although relatively simple, this model is largely consistent with research prototypes (e.g., [23, 26]) as well as widely deployed LSS, such as Foursquare, Google Latitude, and Facebook Places.

**Privacy Expectations in Context-Aware Systems**
Social media users often unintentionally reveal private information. For example, Mao et al. [18] showed how people on Twitter revealed information related to vacation plans (which could lead to one’s home being burglarized [5]), health conditions, and even drunk driving. Researchers have also found that people may regret sharing information on social networks [22, 27]. Among other reasons, people have reported concerns related to possible job loss due to the location revealed; indeed, there have been several media reports of individuals losing jobs as a result of Facebook postings [8]. While previous works highlighted privacy leaks and surveyed users about regrets associated with social media and LSS, our work sought to uncover people’s privacy expectations during actual use of such systems.

**Feedback and Exposure Control**
Researchers have studied mechanisms for providing feedback to help raise user awareness of potential inconsistencies with a priori preferences. Many techniques have been investigated, including an ‘audit log’ of exposure detailing access histories in IM [10] and LSS [26], interactive feedback to guide policy authoring [21], and ambient feedback on smartphone home screens to convey the frequency of location accesses [24]. Although explicit feedback can help users control their level of exposure, it is well known that frequent or inopportune interruptions can be counterproductive and distract users from their primary goals [2]. Tsai et al. [26] studied the usefulness of exposure feedback and found that being able to view a log of prior location accesses was helpful to users. However, the study did not explore the extent of disagreement between the users’ original disclosure settings and those after auditing the log. Sadeh et al. [23] focused on continual policy refinement via machine learning as well as feedback based on user inspection of location disclosure history. They showed that such refinement can indeed improve privacy. However, they noted that feedback utility “plateaued” after a point, beyond which in-context decisions were not suitably handled by their system.

Our goal was to gain insight into effective and non-intrusive feedback techniques that are likely to help people manage their exposure and avoid regrettable disclosures. Toward this
end, we aimed to characterize the situations in which people’s sharing choices are likely to diverge from their previously specified sharing policies. We also explored people’s reactions to exposure feedback related to automated sharing decisions (based on a priori preferences).

METHOD
To conduct the study, we built an Android app called “LocasaESM” that leverages our location gathering infrastructure called Locasa. At several random times throughout the day, the app presented participants with a questionnaire based on hypothetical location inquiries made at that moment by members of their social network.

Locasa
LocasaESM collected locations at 15-minute intervals using only the cellular and wireless networks (i.e., no GPS). Our internal pre-study testing showed that these settings provided a reasonable tradeoff between battery life and location resolution.

Questionnaires in the app could be triggered at relevant moments based on the scheme we specified. Participants were informed of a questionnaire via a sound as well as a notification icon in the phone’s status bar. Tapping the notification brought up the questionnaire. To ensure timely sampling of experience, questionnaires disappeared if not answered within 15 minutes.

Recruitment and Participants
We recruited participants from our institutional neighborhoods to be able to provide in-person assistance or troubleshooting, if needed. We advertised in communities at and near two large public US universities: one in a college town (Bloomington, IN) and one in a metropolis (Pittsburgh, PA). Inclusion of two different kinds of localities provided greater sample diversity. In Bloomington, we advertised in the ‘Job’ category of an online campus bulletin board accessible to the entire university community. In Pittsburgh, we recruited via a university-maintained participant pool that included individuals from across the city. To increase participant diversity beyond university populations, we advertised in the ‘Et Cetera jobs’ category of each town’s Craigslist. To avoid priming, the study was advertised without revealing the privacy focus. Participation was spread over February to April 2013.

Study Procedure
Screening
The advertisement directed potential participants to a brief screening questionnaire. Given the influence of culture on privacy, we sought to minimize cultural diversity of the sample by restricting participation to those over the age of 18 who indicated having lived in the US for at least 5 years. Since LocasaESM ran only on Android phones, we further limited participation to Android users with cellular data access.

Enrollment
Those who met the screening criteria were presented with an online consent form detailing the study procedures. Upon consent, participants created an account in the Locasa system and proceeded to the following steps:

Initial access-control setup. We sought to improve upon previous relevant studies, such as the one by Tsai et al. [26], that set only global rules for all recipients. Therefore, participants were asked to name four location recipients in each of the following categories: Family, Friends, Colleagues/Peers, and Acquaintances. Participants were further asked to indicate their relationship with each of these recipients and rate the closeness of the relationship with a five-point Likert item (from ‘Not close’ to ‘Very close’). By grouping people into categories for which privacy preferences were likely to be similar, we sought to reduce the time and tedium of specifying separate privacy preferences for each recipient, while providing finer-grained control than possible with a single monolithic set of access permissions. We selected the four recipient groups to cover a mix of social and professional contexts as well as a wide spectrum of social and/or professional distance. They also include the common types of individuals with whom people share location information. By including four recipients per category we hoped to increase the potential range of attitudes within each category and reduce specification of access permissions targeted at a single recipient.

Next, participants created access-control rules to specify when recipients from each group were allowed access to their location. We avoided conflicts among rules by requiring that rules be created only for allowing (and not for denying) location. Participants could create any number of rules based on day(s) and times(s). During times not covered by any of the specified rules, location requests were denied. We did not provide the ability to create location based rules in order to avoid complexity and burden and guard against participants dropping out during signup due to the time and effort of rule specification. Typical commercial and academic LSS also do not provide location based rules. Moreover, the sets of locations visited by our participants were not known to us in advance. To ensure a stable set of rules for the duration of the study, we disallowed rule changes once initial setup was completed.

App installation. Next, participants followed instructions to install LocasaESM on their phones and were randomly assigned to one of the two study conditions described below.

ESM questionnaires
During the study, we simulated location requests from the 16 recipients listed by each participant. The access-control rules created during setup were then used to determine whether location would have been disclosed or withheld for each of these requests. The requests were distributed randomly throughout each day of the 15-day study period. We chose a period of 15 days to capture weekday and weekend routines as well as to increase the likelihood of collecting non-routine locations. A longer period would have been desirable but would likely have posed difficulties in recruiting partic-
ipants willing to tolerate multiple interruptions per day for more than half of a month.

Study conditions (Feedback and Decision). Each day LocasaESM presented participants with simulated location requests along with corresponding brief two-screen questionnaires. To maximize data collection while minimizing interruptions, we chose to present five requests at random between 8AM and 9PM with an interval of 2–3.5 hours between requests. To ensure late evening coverage (9PM–12AM), an additional questionnaire was presented if the phone was detected to be in active use during this period.

The first questionnaire screen (Figure 1, left) asked the participant to describe where he/she was, what he/she was doing, and whether this location/activity was unusual (on a five-point Likert item from ‘Not at all’ to ‘Extremely’). The second screen differed across the two study conditions:

Feedback condition (Figure 1, middle) aimed to shed light on attitudes toward system decisions based on pre-specified settings after these decisions were made. In this condition, the questionnaire informed the participant that his/her location was sought by one of the 16 recipients he/she specified. The participant was also informed whether the location was disclosed or withheld based on the access rules he/she created at the beginning of the study. The participant could indicate his/her comfort with the disclosure with a five-point Likert item (from ‘Uncomfortable’ to ‘Comfortable’).

Decision condition (Figure 1, right) allowed us to examine how closely preferences expressed at the beginning of the study matched decisions made ‘in-the-loop’ by asking the participant to mediate the location sharing decision. In this condition the questionnaire alerted the participant that one of the 16 recipients was requesting location access. The participant then chose whether access should be permitted or declined and provided an open-ended explanation. If access was allowed, the participant could further indicate comfort with the disclosure with a five-point Likert item (from ‘Uncomfortable’ to ‘Comfortable’).

Post-study questionnaire and interview

The day after the conclusion of the study, participants were sent a link to a post-study questionnaire that asked about experience with social media and location sharing, collected responses for scales on consumer and interpersonal privacy, and gathered demographics. We also conducted 10–15 minute semi-structured interviews with participants willing to be interviewed. The goal of the interviews was to verify the effectiveness and validity of study operation, and gather feedback for improving the Locasa system and procedures for future studies. Two interviews were conducted in person and the rest by phone.

Compensation

We used an engagement based payment to ensure continued participation. Participants were paid $3.30 for installing LocasaESM, $0.15 for answering a questionnaire, $0.50 for answering all questionnaires on a given day, $3.00 for answering the post-study questionnaire, and $5.00 for providing post-study interview comments. Participants could choose to be compensated with an Amazon gift certificate or cash (paid in person or via Paypal).

Pilot testing and study refinement

All study aspects, including instructions and setup, went through several iterations of evaluation and internal testing. We also conducted a pilot with several external evaluators.

FINDINGS

Fifty one individuals qualified for the study and completed enrollment by installing LocasaESM. Of these, we excluded 15 because they did not participate for the entire study duration and/or did not complete the post-study questionnaire. We further excluded one participant who indicated in post-study comments that he did not always answer the questionnaires truthfully due to tedium and interruption. We report findings based on responses of the remaining 35 participants, 19 in the Feedback condition (Bloomington: 12 and Pittsburgh: 7) and 16 in the Decision condition (Bloomington: 10 and Pittsburgh: 6). Although a majority of the sample comprised undergraduate and graduate students (aged 19–24), they spanned diverse fields, such as Fine Arts, Community Health, Finance, and Biology. Moreover, many of these student participants held jobs outside of their studies. We also managed to recruit non-students: at least 10 participants were older than 24, with 3 older than 45. Overall, participants answered 2,034 questionnaires (Feedback: 1,095 and Decision: 939), with a mean of 58 and median of 61 questionnaires per participant. Twenty six participants were interviewed at the end of the study.

Figure 2 shows a heat map combining the a priori disclosure rules of all participants for the four recipient categories. The redness of each time slot is proportional to the number of participants who allowed location access during that slot.

We have ages for only 23 out of the 35 participants.
Figure 2. Heat maps showing aggregate temporal preferences of the participants for sharing location with different recipient categories.

The heat map revealed differences in access rules across categories and time periods as well as similarities in desires across participants.

**Undersharing vs. Oversharing**

Participants in the Feedback condition were informed of the disclosure decision made by Locasa’s application of their pre-specified disclosure rules and asked for their *in situ* agreement with the outcome. Participants in the Decision condition were asked to make a decision *in situ* without being informed of the decision that would have been made based on their pre-specified rules. We compared participant responses — agreement with pre-specified preference in the Feedback condition and the actual decision made in the Decision condition — to the decision reached by the pre-specified preference. Each instance where a participant’s *in situ* desires differed from pre-specified rules was marked as a ‘mismatch.’ Mismatches were classified into two categories: ‘undersharing’ occurred when participants wished to reveal location even though it was withheld by pre-specified rules while ‘oversharing’ occurred when participants expressed the desire to withhold location although their rules indicated otherwise.

Since the occurrence of a mismatch and the type of mismatch are binary variables, we employed binomial logistic regressions using each of these as the outcome variable. The former indicated whether the *in situ* choice was a mismatch with the preference rules, while the latter examined whether the mismatch resulted in undersharing or oversharing. Study condition (Feedback or Decision), location context (such as unusualness and recipient category), and participant characteristics were employed as predictor variables. We tested for interaction among the variables and included the participant ID as a random effect to account for repeated measures. To obtain the most parsimonious models, we examined initial results and removed predictor variables and higher-order interactions that did not exhibit statistically significant effects. Table 1 shows the resulting regression models for the two outcome variables, viz., mismatch occurrence and mismatch type. Binomial logistic regression examines each level of the predictor variable separately, against one of the levels treated as a baseline. Therefore, we also report results of an ANOVA of the overall effect of each predictor variable, along with the corresponding F-statistic. Note that the models in Table 1 represent effects that simultaneously take all predictor variables into account. In the following subsections, we unpack the impact of each of the variables separately.

**Match between a priori preferences and *in situ* decisions**

Across both conditions, nearly 65% of the 2,034 responses resulted in a mismatch. Half of these (N = 662) were a result of undersharing, with the remaining half (N = 650) resulting from oversharing. The types of mismatches, however, were not similarly distributed across conditions (see Figure 3). It can be seen that the distribution of undersharing and oversharing was the opposite for the two study conditions. Further, undersharing stayed at roughly the same levels regardless of study condition while oversharing was much lower in the Decision condition.

These results suggest that immediate feedback of location exposure evoked greater feelings of oversharing. However, when participants were in control of making the decision and were not reminded of specified rules, oversharing was much smaller (10% compared to 51% in the Feedback condition). In contrast, the levels of undersharing were almost identical in both study conditions. Binomial logistic regression confirmed that differences between the study conditions were statistically significant for occurrence as well as type of mismatch (see Table 1). The extent of undersharing suggests that *initial settings were overly protective*, leading to location being withheld even when participants were comfortable disclosing it.

Figure 3. Distribution of mismatch types across study conditions as a fraction of *total* disclosures (mismatched as well as matched).
### Impact of unusualness and type of locations

Participant ratings for unusualness of locations covered the whole spectrum from ‘Not unusual’ (1) through ‘Extremely unusual’ (5). The greatest proportion (56%) of locations at which participants received the questionnaires were rated at the lowest level of unusualness. We hypothesized that mismatches would increase with level of unusualness since access rules typically cover routine and expected scenarios. However, a deeper look at the distribution of mismatches across unusualness ratings (see Figure 4) showed that the distributions were not linear; in both conditions extremely unusual locations appeared to deviate significantly from the trend in the case of undersharing as well as oversharing. We expected that preferences specified a priori would lead to high levels of oversharing in highly unusual, i.e., non-routine, places. This appeared to be valid in the Feedback condition. Interestingly, the opposite was the case in the Decision condition, where almost all mismatches at highly unusual locations resulted from participants choosing to disclose their location in opposition to their rules. This suggests that disclosures of highly unusual locations are perhaps more readily acceptable when the sharing decision is made explicitly (Decision condition) as opposed to when feedback of a system-made decision is conveyed with no recourse to influencing the outcome (Feedback condition).

Further examining Figure 4 revealed that the distributions of undersharing and oversharing were the opposite in the two conditions; undersharing was higher and oversharing was lower in the Feedback condition, while the opposite was the case in the Decision condition. However, across both conditions, the differences between undersharing and oversharing levels were the largest at extremely unusual as well as not unusual locations. In the Feedback condition, the gap between the levels of undersharing and oversharing decreased with increase in unusualness, with the exception of extremely unusual locations. This trend suggests that the feelings of oversharing evoked by exposure feedback may be tempered for deviations from expected practices, as long as the deviations are not extreme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study condition (baseline: Condition = Feedback)</th>
<th>Mismatch Occurrence (Mismatch or No mismatch)</th>
<th>Mismatch Type (Undersharing or Oversharing)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>Odds ratio 95% CI p F Pr(F)&gt;p</td>
<td>Odds ratio 95% CI p F Pr(F)&gt;p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study condition (baseline: Condition = Feedback)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = Decision</td>
<td>0.111 (0.046,0.270) &lt; 0.001***</td>
<td>0.007 (0.002, 0.026) &lt; 0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location unusualness (baseline: Unusualness = 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusualness = 2</td>
<td>0.917 (0.776) F(4, 2018)=9.54 &lt; 0.001***</td>
<td>0.751 (0.420, 1.344) 0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusualness = 3</td>
<td>1.206 (0.554, 2.256) 0.358</td>
<td>0.738 (0.410, 1.328) 0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusualness = 4</td>
<td>0.551 (0.309, 0.983) 0.044*</td>
<td>0.568 (0.301, 1.071) 0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusualness = 5</td>
<td>0.625 (0.314, 1.246) 0.182</td>
<td>1.188 (0.582, 2.427) 0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study condition: Location recipient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = Decision: Recipient = Friends</td>
<td>0.860 (0.446, 1.659) 0.008**</td>
<td>1.344 (0.483, 3.739) 0.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = Decision: Recipient = Colleagues</td>
<td>1.064 (0.573, 1.977) 0.845</td>
<td>54.266 (19.989,147.322) &lt; 0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study condition: Location unusualness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = Decision: Unusualness = 2</td>
<td>1.227 (0.581, 2.593) 0.592</td>
<td>5.910 (2.178, 16.038) &lt; 0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = Decision: Unusualness = 3</td>
<td>0.810 (0.358, 1.835) 0.613</td>
<td>3.820 (1.200, 12.158) 0.023*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = Decision: Unusualness = 4</td>
<td>1.652 (0.711, 3.838) 0.243</td>
<td>5.301 (1.536, 18.304) 0.008**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = Decision: Unusualness = 5</td>
<td>2.079 (0.839, 5.154) 0.114</td>
<td>0.969 (0.247, 3.807) 0.965</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results of binomial logistic regressions for ‘mismatch occurrence’ and ‘mismatch type.’

Impact of unusualness and type of locations

It should be noted that that unusualness was not tied (merely) to specific physical locations. All participants who were interviewed confirmed that they assigned unusualness ratings based on the likelihood of being at that location at that time; the same location could differ in unusualness depending on context. The freeform location descriptions entered by the participants were rated at the lowest level of unusualness. We hypothesized that mismatches would increase with level of unusualness since access rules typically cover routine and expected scenarios. However, a deeper look at the distribution of mismatches across unusualness ratings (see Figure 4) showed that the distributions were not linear; in both conditions extremely unusual locations appeared to deviate significantly from the trend in the case of undersharing as well as oversharing. We expected that preferences specified a priori would lead to high levels of oversharing in highly unusual, i.e., non-routine, places. This appeared to be valid in the Feedback condition. Interestingly, the opposite was the case in the Decision condition, where almost all mismatches at highly unusual locations resulted from participants choosing to disclose their location in opposition to their rules. This suggests that disclosures of highly unusual locations are perhaps more readily acceptable when the sharing decision is made explicitly (Decision condition) as opposed to when feedback of a system-made decision is conveyed with no recourse to influencing the outcome (Feedback condition).

Further examining Figure 4 revealed that the distributions of undersharing and oversharing were the opposite in the two conditions; undersharing was higher and oversharing was lower in the Feedback condition, while the opposite was the case in the Decision condition. However, across both conditions, the differences between undersharing and oversharing levels were the largest at extremely unusual as well as not unusual locations. In the Feedback condition, the gap between the levels of undersharing and oversharing decreased with increase in unusualness, with the exception of extremely unusual locations. This trend suggests that the feelings of oversharing evoked by exposure feedback may be tempered for deviations from expected practices, as long as the deviations are not extreme.

![Figure 4. Mismatches across different levels of unusualness as a fraction of total disclosures (mismatched as well as matched).](image-url)
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Impact of relationship with requester
When considering mismatches combined across conditions, we found that the occurrence of mismatch (regardless of type) did not vary by relationship with the location recipient (i.e., family, friends, colleague/peers, or acquaintances). However, when examining the type of mismatch, the differences between the categories of location recipients were statistically significant. We found that colleagues/peers and acquaintances differed from family and friends. Figure 5 confirms that, compared with family and friends, colleagues/peers and acquaintances were rated to be socially distant. We expected that access rules would more likely result in oversharing with socially distant recipient categories (colleagues and acquaintances). Contrary to those expectations, we found that participants were much more willing to share locations with colleagues and acquaintances than their rules allowed. This was reflected in the greater percentage of undersharing than oversharing with colleagues and acquaintances (see Figure 6). Figure 2 suggests that this could be due to more cautious initial permissions set for colleagues and acquaintances compared to family and friends.

Recipient categories further exhibited statistically significant interaction effects with the study condition. Firstly, we found that the extent of undersharing with colleagues and acquaintances relative to the extent of oversharing was larger in the Decision condition (see Figure 6). Moreover, for family and friends the types of mismatches were distributed in opposite ways in the two conditions. This suggests that the effect of feedback in evoking feelings of oversharing may be more salient in the case of family and friends.

Impact of other contextual factors
Freeform text reasons entered by participants suggest that other contextual factors also played a role in location disclosure decisions. For instance, being tired, being occupied in an activity, or being at a place that the recipient disapproved were some of the reasons offered for denial of location access in opposition to specified rules. Post-study interview comments revealed that recency and/or frequency of access were also taken into account. For instance, one participant, who was concerned due to too many repeated requests, said that “It would be cool to set the number of times people from a group can request your location in a given day.” Note that disclosure settings in current systems do not typically incorporate these aspects.

We did not find any relationship between mismatches and participants’ concerns regarding consumer privacy measured using the Internet User’s Information Privacy Concern (IUIPC) scale [17]. One reason was lack of sufficient variance; most participants reported high levels of consumer privacy concerns (mean = 5.9, median = 6.0, on a seven-point scale with 7 being the highest level of concern). It may also be the case that the nature of privacy concerns in consumer and interpersonal domains is relatively distinct. We did note that differences in the levels of interpersonal privacy concern toward various social groups exhibited some impact on mismatches. However, these levels were unevenly distributed across scales and study conditions, so we could not include them in regressions of the whole data set.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
We carefully considered external validity since our data was obtained from hypothetical ESM. Such data can indeed yield useful generalizable insight as indicated by the utilization of hypothetical requests and scenarios by a large number of published location sharing studies (e.g., [4,14,23,24,28]), including those that employed ESM [1,6]. Moreover, the influence of simulation was evenly distributed due to the random allocation of participants to the two study conditions, leaving comparative analyses unaffected. To further ensure response...
validity and accuracy, despite the ‘fake’ nature of location requests, we tactfully probed participants during post-study interviews. All interviewees indicated that they tried to treat the location requests as real. This is reflected in remarks such as “I know you are doing the study for a purpose. It’s not just a game. So I tried to give you pretty accurate information.” and “I tried to keep it as realistic as possible about how I would feel if they were actually contacting me.” Some participants further commented that the reflection made them more aware of online information disclosure in general and location disclosure in particular. For instance, one remarked “You think somebody is a coworker only and then once you have these alerts and it’s asking whether this is appropriate, it makes you think if it really isn’t appropriate or it is fine and you had set it not to be fine.” while another commented “I know it’s not actually shared but I still felt like my privacy was invaded when it was hypothetically shared with someone when I didn’t really want them to know where I was.” We can therefore be fairly confident that study responses reflect real-life preferences.

Moreover, simulation provided several advantages compared to studying user behavior in deployed systems. Firstly, the investigation could focus on the core topic (i.e., location sharing) without influence of system-specific functionalities and affordances. For example, in the Foursquare LSS, gamification and economic incentives affect location sharing practices. Secondly, not being restricted to specific systems reduced participant selection bias; people could participate in our study regardless of which LSS they used. Thirdly, specific systems, especially those that do not enjoy widespread adoption, would not have adequately covered a person’s social and professional networks. Yet, broad coverage was crucial when studying practices intertwined with these networks. Fourthly, ‘in the wild’ usage does not allow easy control over the diversity, volume, and pace of data collection. For instance, only four location requests per participant occurred during the two weeks of field deployment of the Locyoution system [26], whereas we gathered data regarding nearly 60 requests per participant over the same duration.

**Location-sharing preferences**

The temporal and social patterns observed in participants’ access rules (see Figure 2) were in line with expectations, suggesting that participants did put thought into their rules. It is still conceivable that the time and effort needed to create access rules for four different recipient categories led to underspecification of true preferences. Figure 2 further highlights commonalities in disclosure preferences across individuals that could be useful for constructing default profiles. For instance, location disclosures during business hours on weekdays seem acceptable across recipient categories.

**Mechanisms to reduce mismatches**

We provided participants with finer access-control mechanisms than a single set of global privacy preferences typical of most systems. Participants could share location differently with different social groups and further control sharing according to day and time. Yet, nearly 65% of the responses suggested a mismatch between preferences and practice. Since decisions were made during the 15 days immediately after specifying preferences, it is unlikely that these mismatches could be attributed to change of circumstances after specification (e.g., breakup, graduation, job change, etc.). No major life-altering events were mentioned by interviewees. Such a high discrepancy therefore calls not only for more effective interfaces for preference specification, but, more importantly, for techniques that automatically detect potential mismatches and elicit in-the-loop reflection and action when appropriate. It should be noted that our participants could not refine their initial preferences during the study and were not informed that they would be unable to edit initially created rules. However, post-study interviews indicated that a majority of participants did not feel the need to edit their preferences during the study. Some interviewees did indicate that they would have liked to refine initial rules upon gaining more experience using the system, suggesting that LSS could consider providing preference adjustment mechanisms similar to Mazurek et al.’s [19] ‘reactive access control’ for shared files.

**Immediate vs. delayed exposure feedback**

Participants in the Feedback condition exhibited many more disagreements with a priori sharing rules than those in the Disclosure condition. Although we are unsure why in-context feedback evoked so many disagreements, the findings are a cautionary note about emotional reaction to immediate yet after the fact feedback without decision-making autonomy and control. In situations where disagreements are likely, it might be more effective to provide feedback prior to an impending disclosure, with ability to ‘veto’ the decision made by access rules. In other cases, feedback could be delivered in the aggregate (instead of each individual disclosure) and after a cooling-off period (instead of instantaneously)—e.g., [23, 24, 26].

**Undersharing of location**

We were surprised by the relatively high proportion of cases in which participant settings undershared location. We suspect that people initially picked conservative disclosure settings to avoid oversharing and, as a result, ended up undersharing. Undersharing could also be due to the ‘opt-in’ nature of Locasa’s access controls; location disclosures were permitted only upon explicit user specification, which required time, effort, and thought. It would be interesting to conduct a similar study where disclosure is ‘opt out’ and examine whether the relative proportions of mismatch types are reversed.

An examination of freeform text responses indicates that hard-to-quantify contexts influenced participants’ desires to share beyond a priori preferences. This was reflected in comments such as “I am in the town next to her if she wants to know where I am to come hang out,” “becoming a close friend, I don’t mind her knowing,” and “I just talked to my parents; they are dropping something off.” This observation has two design implications. To date, the majority of attention to incorrect sharing preferences has centered around situations in which individuals overexposed information in social media (e.g., [5, 8, 18, 22, 27]). In order to enable people to derive better utility from social media, it might be worth exploring whether techniques developed to control information...
overexposure could be adapted to also deal with underexposure. Another alternative is to allow requesters to ask the target individual to make an in-the-loop decision for a contextually motivated location request (e.g., face-to-face collaboration) that might be denied by default.

A compromise could be hybrid sharing systems that selectively prompt for in-the-loop decisions in exceptional circumstances. For instance, our findings revealed that participants were more likely to indicate that their settings undershared location with colleagues and acquaintances. Further, the likelihood of accepting disclosures contrary to settings may be higher when requesters are in physical proximity (“I am in the town next to her...”), or users are at specific locations (“he could come over if he knew I was home”). It may be possible to increase the precision of rule based sharing decisions by leveraging in-the-loop decisions in these types of contextually meaningful situations.

Unusualness of location

As discussed earlier, ‘highly unusual’ locations may predict potential mismatches with peoples’ pre-specified preferences. Future systems could thus attempt to detect major deviations from routine. Detecting highly unusual locations could allow an LSS to suppress automated sharing decisions that may alarm users (participants were most concerned about oversharing when immediate feedback was provided in highly unusual locations) in favor of facilitating in-the-loop decisions (when given control over the disclosure choice, participants were much more willing to share location in highly unusual situations). Very unusual locations may also signal additional willingness to share location (e.g., when visiting a new art exhibit). Future systems must thus help users manage both facets of exposure, viz., enhancing desired exposure as well curtailing undesired exposure.

LIMITATIONS

Although we strived for breadth and diversity, a large fraction of our participants were students. Therefore, our sample cannot be considered representative of the broader US population. We note, however, that students do provide at least two benefits. First, university students tend to have less structured routines and thus higher variability in daily activities. This variance provides more opportunities for observing the impact of unexpected situations on sharing choices. Second, younger age groups are heavy social media users, thus interesting in their own right. Participants reported occasional cases in which simulation resulted in queries from recipients who were either co-present with the participant or already knew the participant’s location. Such scenarios would not arise in a field trial within a deployed LSS.

CONCLUSION

We reported on an experience sampling study aimed at uncovering mismatches between pre-specified access preferences and in situ decisions for disclosing location. We found a notably high amount of mismatches, which highlights the need for more effective interfaces for specifying access permissions as well as better mechanisms for detecting contextual conditions that lead to disagreement with a priori sharing preferences. We identified commonalities in access preferences and various contextual factors that could aid in these endeavors. Interestingly, we found that providing feedback immediately after system-enacted disclosures may create a heightened sense of disagreement with the decision. It may therefore be advisable to delay disclosure feedback, allowing for a reasonable ‘cooling off’ period. Our findings also hint that oftentimes typical privacy preferences might not be relevant for highly unusual places; giving people in-the-loop control over decisions in such locations could increase location sharing. Future work can explore techniques for detecting such locations based on data from smartphone sensors.
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